04/13/2012 Homeless Couple Makes It To Safety
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Tornado Report

Description

Norman, Okla. — Two Norman residents were staying in a concrete stone structure in Andrew’s Park as a tornado touched down. The two managed to run across the street to safety. Samantha, weighing under 100 pounds, was worried that she would have been “sucked out” had they stayed any longer.

Additional Reports
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A few miles from tornado
920 E Lindsey St, Norman, Oklahoma, United States, 0.29 Kms
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The river did not protect Norman from this tornado! #okwx
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Power lines down on Lahoma and Iowa in Norman. Possible fire. #oustormcrowd
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Tree down by Jackson Elementary School in Norman #oustormcrowd pic.twitter.com/Fhm1WlBe
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Carmen Forman @CarmenMForman
Headed to check out damage at the Boyd St. Church of Christ. @KatBorgerding @AnaAVilasra @kraftcheese34
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Harrah Coach has Optimistic Outlook for Future Games
By: Shelby Stiner and Becca Slaughter
A slow-paced, tied baseball game in Purcell turned into an

Cold Temps Keep Fans Out of the Stands
By: Becca Slaughter and Shelby Stiner
Fans at the Harrah vs. Bridge Creek baseball game

Storm Rotation
By: Katie Western
Strong rotation can be seen in the low-lying clouds within

Tornado Sirens
By: Katie Western
Tornado sirens can be heard throughout the city of

Sirens
By:
Featured Stories

- Will Rogers Air National Guard Base in Oklahoma City invited University of Oklahoma professor Samuel ... 
- The Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History in Norman, Okla., opened a new photography ... 

NewsCrowd is where you and journalists combine to tell the story of unfolding events. Together we can tell the story better.

How it works
AEJMC/Bridge grant benefits

- Made a space for mobile in the journalism program
- Brought geo-location into reporting
- Gave j-students real world reporting moments
- Multi-platform reporting
- Editors better positioned for jobs/internships
AEJMC/Bridge grant considerations

- Make sure you budget time needed as it grows
- Seek tech partners if needed
- Get T-shirts for the class
- It is a project or does it need to be sustained?
Professional graduate level mobile class
Students worked past semester - May 20th EF5 in Moore, Okla.